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Foreword
Bendigo Art Gallery
is delighted to
present SOUL fury
in collaboration
with independent
curator and scholar
Nur Shkembi. This
exhibition brings
together recent work
by sixteen leading
contemporary
female artists with a
connection to Islamic
heritage, art and
cultures, whose diverse
creative approaches
and perspectives
contribute to a timely
exploration of women’s
experiences, histories,
and futures.

working with Nur
who has contributed
significant expertise
and conceptual
framing to amplify the
contribution that these
artists are making to
global conversations
in feminism and
contemporary art.

SOUL fury
acknowledges the
need for disruption of
entrenched powers in
public cultural spaces.
This exhibition offers
a platform for the
autonomous voices of
diverse women to selfdescribe, to stretch
the possibilities of
Central to Bendigo Art contemporary art, and
Gallery’s mission is the to reshape global rule.
cultivation of innovative SOUL fury confronts
embedded stereotypes
world-class arts
and misconceptions,
experiences for our
visitors and community and prompts us to
examine the social
to experience and
enjoy. In this exhibition and political climate
– global and local –
we are honoured to
host the work of many in which women live
acclaimed artists from and work, particularly
women hailing from
around the world,
alongside local artists, Islamic heritage.
some of whom are
I have enjoyed
in the early stages
observing this
of their careers. It
exhibition expand
has been a pleasure
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and evolve since its
inception in 2019 to
become so delicately
focused through its
connective threads.
Thank you to Nur
and Bendigo Art
Gallery Curator
Clare Needham for
working together to
bring this exhibition
to fruition with
deep consideration
and dedication.
We are grateful to
Queensland Art Gallery
I Gallery of Modern
Art, Art Gallery of
New South Wales, the
artist’s representing
galleries, and private
collectors Paul and
Saadia Durham, all
of whom supported
SOUL fury with key
loans. Finally, our
deepest thanks go to
all exhibiting artists
who have lent their
creativity and vision
to this important and
inspiring project.
Jessica Bridgfoot
Director, Bendigo
Art Gallery
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NUR SHKEMBI

There is a sun-star rising outside form.
I am lost in that other. It’s sweet not
to look at two worlds, to melt in meaning
as honey melts in milk. No one tires of
following the soul.1
SOUL fury2 reflects upon a hyper-globalised world in
which rapidly evolving social and political conditions
have created one of the most volatile periods in history
for women. In particular, women hailing from the
lands, cultures or spiritual traditions of what has been
historically defined as the ‘East’ or ‘Islamic world’,
who have been subjected not only to the physical
challenges of our time, but also fettered attempts to
contain them politically, intellectually and socially.
This is seen most pervasively through the perpetual
centering of patriarchal norms which are often folded
into the discourse of Orientalism, a cultural and political
phenomenon which presents a reductionist view of
the ‘East’ as being uncivilised and static. SOUL fury
delicately threads together the contemporary works
of sixteen female artists from diverse geographical
locations, spiritual perspectives and cultural traditions
to reflect upon the essential nature of feminist discourse
in the current socio-political climate.3
The conceptual and aesthetic considerations of the
works explore a variety of subject matter – national
histories and the remnants of colonisation, personal
and social narratives, ritual and tradition, love, fear and
annihilation – which are woven together through the
powerful and sublime voices of the artists. Exhibitions
such as SOUL fury allow us to experience the work of
artists as both agents and archivists. The artist is seen
not only as a critical informant shaping the cultural
landscape, but also as a documenter of the multiple
histories that are being made in the present.
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Beginning with local narratives by Eugenia Flynn and
Shireen Taweel, SOUL fury meanders through the global
conversations that connect our experiences as women,
as communities and as societies, to better understand
the diversification of voices that both uplift and help
define our humanity.4
Eugenia Flynn’s poetic offerings have meditative rhythm
and pause that punctuate the complex narratives of
multiple identities, reaching across time and space
to create new connections between ancient histories
and contemporary experiences. Flynn’s ability to bring
together seemingly disparate histories and multiple
modes of storytelling is captured in the nuances of
restrained language and deeply personal offerings. In
the beautifully poised poem, The small ‘Asian’ woman
speaks, Flynn imparts a raw and damning testimony
about the gendered racism she experiences through
the multiple realities of her identity. In this poem Flynn
also describes the misconstrued perceptions of her as a
woman through a series of encounters.5 Although subtle
in language, these ‘encounters’ are beyond unsettling;
they speak to the everyday acts of hate – from
seemingly benign micro-aggressions, to misogyny, and
finally to the continued dispossession of ancient land
and lore through ongoing colonisation and tyrannical
narratives that deliberately fold into white centred
versions of history. Over and over, the gnawing cycle of
racism continues: invisible, subtle and every day.
Within view of Flynn’s poignant reflections is Shireen
Taweel’s beautifully hand-crafted copper and sound
installation, tracing transcendence (2018–21). Taweel’s
work draws on a more recent social narrative of
migration and trade in an exploration of materiality that
traces the little-known history of Australian Muslims.
The presence of Muslims in Australia is said to date
back as early as the fifteenth century, beginning with
the arrival of Makassan fishermen who developed the
trepang trade with Indigenous communities in the east
Arnhem land region.6 Taweel’s work reflects on the
physical remnants of Muslims’ material presence, which
are dotted along well-worn tracks throughout remote,
regional and interior Australia. For instance, the date
palm trees, planted by cameleers in the mid 1800s to
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page 5
Eugenia Flynn
The small ‘Asian’ woman speaks
2021
vinyl lettering
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Anthony Webster
page 6
Shireen Taweel
tracing transcendence 2018–21
hand pierced copper, sound
installation
Collection of Art Gallery of New
South Wales
Purchased with funds provided
by the Contemporary Collection
Benefactors 2021
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
page 8
Shireen Taweel making the work
tracing transcendence in her studio
2019
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Eloise Fuss
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create shaded places for rest and sustenance, that
still flourish and bear fruit. Likewise, the first musallahs
(prayer spaces) and Mosques were often simple
structures built with available materials such as mud
brick, wood and tin and offered a place of physical and
spiritual rest and nourishment.7
However, tracing transcendence is not merely an
exercise in ‘tracing’ the history of Muslims in Australia. It
is a reclamation of the ephemeral and spiritual through
rhythmic unravelling and mark-making in copper,
Taweel’s material of choice. In early Sufi poetry dating
back to the twelfth century, the element of copper was
often used as a metaphor for spiritual transformation.
The use of copper in Taweel’s work reads as both poetic
and earthly, a sublime metaphysical symbol that holds
a subtle reference to Islamic tradition through carefully
punctured geometric patterns and markings. What is
most compelling about Taweel’s practice is her ability to
poetically engage the contemporary migrant narrative
within a global historical frame that moves into the local
cultural landscape with enigmatic beauty.8
In the perpetual tragedy of multiple ongoing wars,
genocides, environmental disasters and economic
disparities, the mass displacement of people from
across the globe has created never-before-seen
numbers of refugees and asylum seekers. The violence
of such displacement is explored in Mehwish Iqbal’s
delicate installation Seven Seas (2017), which speaks
to the refugee experience – an ongoing narrative
present in much of Iqbal’s practice. Images depicting
various human forms and articles of infant clothing
are printed as delicate shadow-like outlines on fine
Japanese paper that belie the heaviness of the subject
matter. Iqbal’s practice spans printmaking, embroidery,
sculpture and installation; the gesture of printing and
stitching on paper and repurposed clothing patterns
is repeated throughout various bodies of work. These
practices imply something beyond immediate notions
of domesticity to inform acts of solitude, reverence and
care through a type of memorialisation of the processes
of human presence.
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page 11
Mehwish Iqbal
Seven Seas (detail) 2017
collagraph on Japanese paper
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
page 12
Mehwish Iqbal
Seven Seas 2017
collagraph on Japanese paper
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
page 14
Mehwish Iqbal
Last Prayer 2017
hand carved porcelain
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: the artist
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This sense of both reverence and care is foregrounded
in another of Iqbal’s ruminative installations, Last Prayer
(2017). In this work Iqbal draws closer to personal
experiences and shares the familial and communal
matriarchal duties enacted during periods of mourning.
Each piece of cast and hand-carved porcelain mimics
the shape and size of a date seed which is cast by
mourners into a central bowl. When viewing this work
in proximity to Seven Seas, one is prompted to imagine
the number of unknown people lost or experiencing the
loss of loved ones across the world. When we consider
the current refugee crisis, the reality of the number of
displaced bodies and broken lives is so massive that
it can only be described as an infinite state of sorrow
for humanity.
Some of the shared human anguish, which circulates
through many communities across the globe, is met
and embraced in Idil Abdullahi’s beautifully balanced
ceramic work Loss (2012). Somali-born Abdullahi’s
longstanding work with refugee communities, along with
her own personal experience, is sensitively folded into
the materiality of her art making. In Abdullahi’s practice,
which moves between community engagement and art,
she utilises natural materials such as clay, henna and
pigments to create spaces for conversation and healing.
In Loss, Abdullahi moves beyond the hyperbole and
dog-whistle politics surrounding refugee communities,
who are often inhumanly labelled as ‘queue jumpers’, to
remind us of the very real sense of loss many displaced
people feel being caught between the instinct to survive
and the yearning to return home.
In apparent contrast to both Iqbal and Abdullahi’s
work, a series of abstract graphite drawings by Dhakabased artist Ayesha Sultana titled Vortex, Constellation
II and Untitled, all produced in 2018, offer an aesthetic
interpretation of the built environment. Sultana invokes
both modern and traditional architectural forms
and spaces from her homeland in Bangladesh. The
repetition of pattern invites a somewhat meditative
reception of the work, whilst the softness of graphite is
densely layered to belie its own materiality and create
the illusion of something solid and impenetrable, like
metal. Sultana’s minimalist renderings, in which the
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page 17
Idil Abdullahi
Loss (detail) 2012
slipcast porcelain and copper wire
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Equilibrium Design
page 18
Idil Abdullahi
Loss 2012
slipcast porcelain and copper wire
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Equilibrium Design
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The works of Iqbal, Abdullahi and Sultana present us
with pertinent questions about the human condition,
about the people we choose to erase even when their
humanity is laid bare, and about those who we imagine
are present even when they are not.
In the work of Hadieh Shafie, primordial emotions of
love and passion are folded into the spiritual to explore
a more intense condition of love in the form of exultation
and annihilation. The tightly rolled ‘pages’ in Shafie’s
work contain handwritten text in Farsi – a singular word
eshgh, which is repeated like a chant, a meditation,
an affirmation, a quiet utterance or a secret note. Her
practice has evolved from a decades-long fascination
with the enigmatic qualities of handwritten notes:
I would write handwritten notes on pages of paper
and leave them inside books in public spaces like
libraries and bookstores. Later, these interventions
found their way into the cracks of the walls of my
studio, floors and the furniture. I was fascinated
by the idea of concealment and the potential for
discovery by the person who finds my secret
wishes and confessions.10
Shafie’s Spike series is a sublime reimagining of
the book or written word, prepared as sculptural
appendages, beautifully arranged to tantalise the viewer.
Shafie is not only a master of form, but also adept at
imbuing richly pigmented colour. This notion of colour
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‘hand of the artist’ is ostensibly removed, are a rare find
within the more conventional ‘maximalist approach’ in
South Asian art. Sultana has explored various aspects
of minimalism since the early stages of her practice,
describing herself as being interested in the ‘spaces of
intervals—places of rest or pause’ and the ‘non-event’.9
This interest is carried across much of her work.
However the radical silence of empty spaces, shadow
lines and inanimate objects are not completely absent
of people; Sultana in fact implies the presence of people
without any desire to present them in actual form.
In other words, Sultana’s ability to masterfully evoke
familiar spaces as experiential visual renderings ensures
that we will be able to imagine them.

page 21
Ayesha Sultana
Vortex 2018
graphite on paper
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation
© Ayesha Sultana
Photo: QAGOMA
page 22
Ayesha Sultana
Vortex (detail) 2018
graphite on paper
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation
© Ayesha Sultana
Photo: QAGOMA
page 24
Hadieh Shafie
Spike 29 (detail) 2021
paper, acrylic pigment, ink
Courtesy of the artist and Yavuz
Gallery, Sydney
Photo: Robert J Fagan
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and repetition comes to Shafie through a ‘love of excess
and abundance in Islamic art, the tendency to fill entire
surfaces with repetitive pattern.’11 Beyond the aesthetic
of her work, which draws from multiple influences,
including her cultural heritage, Shafie identifies with the
inherently political nature of the many intersections of
her identity:
It’s political to be a woman … it’s political to be
Middle Eastern; it’s political to be Iranian, but more
than that, it is political to be an artist. You are
choosing to live a way of life that not everybody
chooses. I am first and foremost a maker. Then I
am a woman.12
Like many female artists from diaspora communities,
Shafie’s identity is complex and it is nearly impossible
to describe her as being one thing without the other.
Likewise, Shafie’s work is complex and difficult to
define; the collapsing of multiple forms – book making,
painting, poetry, sculpture and installation – could easily
be perceived as solely the artists’ aesthetic exploration.
However, Shafie moves beyond this to straddle the
poetic, the sublime and the material as described by
Thyrza Nichols Goodeve, who so poignantly writes, ‘she
is a painter whose heart is made of poetry’.13 There
is a sense of joyful anticipation in Shafie’s work. It is
found in the promise of the poetic, in the beauty and
strangeness of her ‘sculptures’, and in the blending
together of her multiple realities to share in the delightful
possibilities of the hidden or unknown.
Nusra Latif Qureshi’s sophisticated body of work
developed over the past two decades is testament to
her artistic training, intellectual rigour and measured
approach to both composition and materiality. Her
broad practice encompasses unique contemporary
renderings of traditional musaviri (Mughal miniature
painting) as well as installations that often utilise the
artist’s own collection of artefacts and objects which
have been amassed over a number of years. The
politics of the body in proximity to acts of colonisation
is a prevailing concern in her work. In the diptych Silent
Spaces 1 (2005), a lone female figure is set within a
traditional miniature composition and appears to be
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Hadieh Shafie
Spike 29 2021
paper, acrylic pigment, ink
Courtesy of the artist and Yavuz
Gallery, Sydney
Photo: Robert J Fagan
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Another aspect of Qureshi’s work involves the
‘collapsing’ together of unexpected visual histories
to disrupt the colonial practice of classification and
cataloguing. The Inventory of Noble Causes (2019)
speaks to the fraught history of colonisation in South
Asia, the remapping of the region and the cycle of
political violence that is the bloody legacy of British
rule.14 The complexities of these histories are drawn
outwards in Qureshi’s multi-part installation. The
central vitrine reads like a late nineteenth-century
museum cabinet that suffocates the disparate histories
of the region; the objects inside recast the narrative
to question the way in which history is collected and
contained and to reveal the perceptions of power that
such practices impart. The literal grounding of the vitrine
through the removal of its legs disrupts the normative
museological presentation of objects, and acts as a
symbolic reminder of the many objects collected in
museums which are disembodied from their context
and culture. Qureshi presents critical conversations
about the power structures that are embedded in
categories of art and visual histories as remnants of a
colonial era that persist in the present day.
In a play on the composition of the traditional Persian
miniature, Zahra Imani’s work manifests as large-scale
contemporary tapestries. The Tehran-based artist
depicts the usually private scenes of Iranian women
through a playful presentation of their daily lives. The
works are painstakingly hand-stitched by Imani, using
widely available and cheap materials, often utilised for
making domestic items such as cushions and curtains,
which can be found in the local bazaars.15 In Wedding
Day (2018), voluminous satin fabric and lace imbue
the work with a kitschy quality that is reminiscent of
many modern-day weddings. The bride is depicted in
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Nusra Latif Qureshi
Justified Behavioural Sketch 2002
gouache and ink on wasli paper
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
The Kenneth and Yasuko Myer
Collection of Contemporary
Asian Art. Purchased 2003 with
funds from Michael Sidney Myer
through the Queensland Art Gallery
Foundation
© Nusra Latif Qureshi
Photo: QAGOMA
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in a deeply personal moment of introspection, looking
pensively towards the floral arrangement in the paired
image. Upon close inspection the decorative elements,
which initially appear as the usual highly detailed floral
design expected in a miniature painting, are disrupted
by visual references to the centuries-old botanical
drawings commissioned by the British in India in the
late 1700s.

page 30
Nusra Latif Qureshi
Silent Spaces 1 2005
gouache, paper, synthetic polymer
paint and wasli paper on illustration
board
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2005, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of Modern
Art Acquisitions Fund
© Nusra Latif Qureshi
Photo: QAGOMA
page 32
Nusra Latif Qureshi
The Inventory of Noble Causes
2019
mixed media installation
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
page 34
Nusra Latif Qureshi
The Inventory of Noble Causes
(detail) 2019
mixed media installation
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
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that well-known, albeit compromising bathroom scene
where she is being lovingly (and unceremoniously)
tended to by her dutiful bridesmaid. One might describe
this work as demonstrating the normally unseen
machinations of a type of universal ‘girl code’. Although
Imani’s works present relatable, everyday events, they
also allude to a more subtle and subversive narrative
about the restrictions placed on Iranian women. Instead
of merely consuming these images and reinstating
the stereotypes about Iranian women, Imani invites
the viewer to consider autonomy in her critique; it is a
reminder of the diversity of feminist discourse globally
and the way in which women work within their own
cultural and social circumstances to enact their agency.
The formidable presence of Naiza Khan’s Armour Suit
for Rani of Jhansi II (2017) is a testament to the strong
feminist histories of South Asia which are little known in
the West. Through the juxtaposition of materials such
as metal and feathers, both the form and the materiality
of the work speak to the underlying narrative of Khan’s
longstanding practice which explores the public and
private domain of the female body. This work belongs
to a series of sculptures titled Heavenly Ornaments
which take on the form of various articles of clothing,
including lingerie, to create bodily sculptures that
resemble armour. The armour appears as ‘fragmented’
or ‘incomplete’ forms which have been described
as resembling ‘wounded bodies’ that reflect upon
the ‘presence of militarism and violence throughout
the world’.16 Khan offers a complex rendering of
history, as both a form of feminist resistance and as a
contemporary critique on the historical machinations
of war:
I have been interested in the notion of female
heroism, in contemporary forms of female
resistance as well as historical figures from South
Asian history. This work pays homage to the Rani
of Jhansi who fought the British colonial forces in
the First War of Independence also known as the
Indian Mutiny, 1857.17

page 37
Zahra Imani’s work Wedding Day in
progress, 2018
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Shervin Shahamipour
page 38
Zahra Imani
Wedding Day 2018
fabrics, embroidery, cotton, beads,
sequins, lace
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation
© Zahra Imani
Photo: QAGOMA
page 40
Zahra Imani making the work Raqs
No.2 in her studio, 2016
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Farhad Yasavoli

The works in this series were also initially created as a
response to a ‘defining socio-religious Urdu text that
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prescribed “appropriate” morals and behavior for young
Muslim women’.18
Khan has been described by art historian Iftikhar Dadi
as an artist who ‘persistently allegorizes gendered
Muslim identity in South Asia since the later nineteenth
century in a manner that opens up this tradition to
new questions regarding the body’.19 The ability for
Khan’s work to move beyond her local narrative to
resonate with a global audience is aptly demonstrated
in Armour Suit for Rani of Jhansi II and reads like a
femme playbook for women everywhere; it represents
the female body as a site of resistance to social and
political violence, objectification and varying degrees
of ownership.
The Warrior (2014) is one of a series of pressed metal
wall relief sculptures that form part of Adeela Suleman’s
Mubarizun – No More Series. In this series, ‘armour’ is
juxtaposed with ‘everyday’ recollections and narratives,
which are presented as a type of personal iconography.
This autobiographical element is fashioned through
‘zoological motifs’ such as the peacock, that tell the
stories of her childhood. In The Warrior, these motifs are
also refashioned to appear as spears. For Suleman the
presence of violence and death lingers and penetrates
childhood memories of family, beauty and nature:
Death is all around us. The most certain thing
in life has become uncertain. Life and death are
running parallel to each other. If we compare
it with history, contemporary society has
increased our capacity to destroy life in various
horrific schemes.20
At the crux of Suleman’s artistry is the exploration of
dichotomies which she has described as pointing to the
‘fragile and fleeting ephemerality of life’. Her intricate
scenes are rendered in the filigree tradition of Islamic
art which is juxtaposed ‘against the hard, formidable
qualities of the stainless-steel medium’ illuminating
the ‘precarious nature of the human condition’.21
This condition of fragility that Suleman draws on is a
universal experience which is often harboured more
intensely by those who have experienced the trauma of
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page 43
Naiza Khan
Armour Suit for Rani of Jhansi II 2017
galvanised steel, feathers, leather
Collection of Paul and Saadia
Durham
Courtesy of the artist and Rossi &
Rossi, Hong Kong | London
Photo: Charlie Bettinson
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war, displacement, marginalisation or violence. Within
this context, The Warrior appears at the threshold of
strength and vulnerability; it can be seen as being both
defiant and defeated.
Drawing on the longstanding stereotypes and recent
politicisation of the veil, many female artists choose
to creatively address the problematic narrative about
women from the ‘Islamic world’ as benign beings who
are both exoticised and feared. Such narratives have
unjustly located the female body as a site for conflict
and revenge, a condition that is not merely a metaphor,
but one that translates into a real and present danger.
Within this highly charged social and political context,
Cigdem Aydemir’s hypnotic single-channel video,
Bombshell (2013) appropriates a famous scene from
the Marilyn Monroe movie The Seven Year Itch, in
which Monroe flirtatiously holds down her skirt in an
act of false modesty. Here Aydemir creates a visual
contradiction between patriarchal idealisations of
Western female sexuality, and the stereotypes of the veil
as a symbol of oppression which have also been folded
into the narrative of modern-day terror. Bombshell hails
from a growing body of work by Aydemir which weaves
contemporary feminist discourse, performance and
visual art with the political currents of the ‘war on terror’.
According to Aydemir, this discourse is harnessed
through the viewpoint of a Muslim woman resisting the
positioning of the ‘Other’.22 Aydemir’s astute reading
of the social currents also allows for a precise critique
of the persistent casual targeting of Muslim women
without accountability. Although there is intensity in
the subject matter which Aydemir addresses through
her performances, this is balanced with humour, wit
and playfulness which are cleverly harnessed to create
opportunities for difficult discussions.
The expectation of Western audiences, galleries and
collectors for female artists from an Islamic heritage to
depict veiled women in a state of despair, misery, or
as a critique of their ‘oppressive’ culture is addressed
by Melbourne-based Iranian-born artist Hoda Afshar
through a series of satirical portraits titled, Under
Western Eyes (2013–14). In this lush series, Afshar
draws on a ‘Warholesque’ aesthetic incorporating pop
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Adeela Suleman
The Warrior 2014
hand beaten stainless steel
Collection Art Gallery of New
South Wales
Gift of Ashley Dawson-Damer
AM 2015
© Adeela Suleman
Photo: AGNSW
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culture with the longstanding stereotypes that depict
women from the ‘Islamic world’ as being subjugated
whilst secretly desiring a ‘Western’ lifestyle. The satirical
performativity of the female figure along with the return
of the gaze by Afshar is an unexpected position. This
position often competes against deeply entrenched
stereotypes about veiled women, resulting in these
portraits being misread as a type of ‘confessional’
work that authors the ‘misery’ of Islamic women, rather
than as ‘familiar signs of Islamic identity to challenge
the dominant representations of Islamic women that
circulate in western art galleries’. 23
Afshar’s dynamic practice often critiques the hypocrisy
of neo-liberalism through ‘staged’ documentarystyle images. In subsequent series, Afshar turns her
lens away from the female body to focus on male
subjects. However, Afshar does not recreate the act
of objectifying bodies as traditionally seen in the work
of male artists depicting female subjects; rather she
drives the conversation forward by modelling genuine
collaboration and trust with her subjects. Afshar also
speaks to Australia’s ‘national security’ agenda in a
scathing critique of the unchecked power and various
modes of oppression meted out to refugees and asylum
seekers. She furthers the conversation by revealing
the harrowing degree of state-sanctioned oppression
through the documentation of local whistleblowers,
as seen in her most recent work Agonistes (2020).24
Although contained within a colourful and playful
aesthetic, Under Western Eyes is part of an ongoing
critique that sits within the fierce truth-telling that
Afshar’s creative practice upholds.
This conversation is continued in the work of Iranian
artist Shadi Ghadirian in which the female figure is once
again foregrounded in the beautifully composed sepia
tinted portraits Untitled (2000) from the Ghajar series.
In this photographic series, Ghadirian appropriates
Western pop culture to symbolise the necessary and
inherent contradictions faced by many young people
who proudly hold on to their traditional cultures whilst
also embracing contemporary offerings.25 Although
Ghadirian’s portraits employ the staged Qajar era-style
photography as a way of demonstrating a local tradition,
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Cigdem Aydemir
Bombshell (still) 2013
HD video, 11 min 3 sec
Courtesy of the artist and
Finkelstein Gallery, Melbourne
pages 48–51
Hoda Afshar
Westoxicated #4, #7, #5, #1 from
series Under Western Eyes 2013–14
archival pigment prints
Courtesy of the artist and Milani
Gallery, Brisbane
page 52
Hoda Afshar
Selected works from series Under
Western Eyes 2013–14
archival pigment prints
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist and Milani
Gallery, Brisbane
Photo: Anthony Webster
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her work moves beyond the reductive binary of tradition
and modernity that is often played out in the ‘Western
imagination’; a binary that implies traditional practice
cannot exist comfortably alongside modern culture. It is
within this reductionist ‘imaginary’ that Iranian women
are supposedly eagerly awaiting their encounter with
modernity. Rather than simply reproducing a mirror
to the East–West binary – which may be assumed by
surface reading – she interrogates ‘the very production
of temporal distance’ through the performance of
time.26 In this instance, the temporal distance refers to
the static point in time from which ‘tradition’ is often
viewed. Ghadirian challenges this notion by suggesting
that tradition and modernity are neither stagnant nor
mutually exclusive social conditions.
Shahzia Sikander’s epic video animation Singing
Suns (2016) draws on the artist’s training in South and
Central Asian manuscript art to render the finite detail
of a single hair unit of a female gopi who is traditionally
depicted as a devotee of the male Hindu deity Krishna.
This singular representation of the gopi in abundant
repetition morphs in rhythm with a musical score
developed by Sikander’s collaborator, Du Yun. The
resulting shapes collapse, collide and burst, creating a
series of sublime other-worldly visual motifs. Sikander
describes this process of ‘disruption’ as a means of
exploration and of ‘imagining the hair unit as a particle
matter’ to extend the kinetic dimension of the work.
She goes on to explain the act of disruption as being
situated within a feminist discourse:
Disruption as a means of exploration is a
consistent element in my experimental process
strategy. The notion is to unhinge, so that the
female account or narrative is freed to create its
own history and empower its own narrative.27
Sikander’s mastery of manuscript art and depth of
visual knowledge which encompasses her Muslim,
American and South Asian identity creates the
necessary cultural spaces for the experimentation
of both concept and form. Beyond contemporary
miniature painting and video animation, Sikander’s
practice, which spans almost three decades, includes
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Shadi Ghadirian
Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery│Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of Modern
Art Acquisitions Fund
© Shadi Ghadirian
Photo: QAGOMA
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Shahzia Sikander
Singing Suns (still) 2016
HD video animation, 3 mins 24 secs
music: Du Yun
animation: Patrick O’Rourke
© Shahzia Sikander
Courtesy of Sean Kelly, New York
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sculpture and large-scale mosaics and consistently
explores and interrogates the mechanisms of history
and the ‘hierarchies of power’. In other words, Sikander
is interested in interrogating how history is told and
who gets to tell it, and she does so through what she
describes as reimagining history by ‘decolonizing
the space of Indo-Persian miniature painting through
feminist critique’.28
Australian-Lebanese artist, Zeina Iaali draws on her
fine arts training as a jeweller and sculptor utilising the
modern-day utilitarian product of reflective Perspex
to create a series of intricately fashioned gem-like
sculptures. In the series Sweetly Moulded (2012),
Iaali reimagines the traditional wooden moulds used
to shape maamoul, a sweet served during Islamic
celebrations such as Eid.29 Here the moulds are an
allegory for the cultural traditions that are deeply
patriarchal in their relegation of the unseen labour of
women. However, on closer inspection, the core of the
‘paddle’ features portraits of women in Iaali’s family.
This is a subversive act of solidarity with the matriarchy
through the centering of female figures.
In Iaali’s Echo Chamber (2020–21), the unseen practice
of deep listening and learning is explored through
delicately crafted shapes and forms of layered Perspex.
Iaali achieves this through a type of meditative approach
which she has explained as a ‘kaleidoscopic complexity
of pattern that implies the possibility of infinite repetition
and connection to a higher state’.30 Throughout Iaali’s
practice there is a type of introspection – she reaches
inwards to apply pattern as a continuum between past
and present through the mirror-like qualities of her
chosen material. In this way, Iaali invites the viewer to
look and listen through reflection, converging multiple
ancient cultures and beliefs with contemporary
making to create pieces that are at once intimate
and communal.
As a self-described ‘global agitator’, North Americanbased Cambodian born Khmer Muslim artist Anida
Yoeu Ali unapologetically challenges the growing
Islamophobia and racism which has reached fever pitch
at critical political moments throughout the decades
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Zeina Iaali
Echo Chamber (detail) 2020–21
hand cut Perspex
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
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Zeina Iaali
Echo Chamber 2020–21
hand cut Perspex
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
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Zeina Iaali
Sweetly Moulded 2012
hand cut Perspex
Installation view: Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2021
Courtesy of the artist
Photo: Leon Schoots
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The Red Chador’s most notable performance was in
2016 at the Smithsonian in Washington DC during the
period which coincided with the presidential election
of Donald Trump. With Trump taking office and the
impending ‘Muslim ban’ set in motion, Ali’s powerful
performance, which involved standing among 99
American flags, harnessed the religious aesthetic of
the chador to broach questions relating to the right to
belong, the right to contribute to the national discourse
and the role of American patriotism.
For Ali, The Red Chador is more than simply donning
an item of clothing; it is her alter-ego and an allegory
for the hyper-presence of Muslim women. There is a
subtle political language embedded within it which is
both provocative and audacious, and Ali is aware of
the potency of the ‘garment’ and the power it affords
her to activate important public conversations about
Muslims and the persistent association of terror,
fear, exoticisation and oppression. Recognising that
the female Muslim body has in many ways become
a politicised site, Ali situates the discourse of the
oppressed and the necessary act of reclamation at the
heart of her evocative series. However, this discourse
does not exist in isolation, for Ali this is only one part of
the many critical and necessary global conversations
foregrounding human rights and the demand for
equality in the contemporary moment:

SOUL fury

long ‘war on terror’. Ali’s The Red Chador is a series
of public interventions and documented performances
which premiered at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris in 2015.
It has since appeared in numerous locations globally,
including throughout the United States in 2016 and
Hong Kong and Malaysia in 2017. The performance
garment disappeared at Ben Gurion airport later that
year after visiting the city of Ramallah in Palestine. The
‘death’ of The Red Chador was publicly mourned in
Philadelphia, Phnom Penh, and Adelaide in 2018, and it
was ‘rebirthed’ along with a spectrum of new rainbow
coloured chadors in Honolulu in 2019.

page 67 (top)
Anida Yoeu Ali
Bus Stop, The Red Chador
(performance still)
22 November 2015, Hartford,
Connecticut, United States
archival inkjet print
performance and concept: Anida
Yoeu Ali
documentation: Pablo Delano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
page 67 (bottom)
Anida Yoeu Ali
The Red Chador: The Day After
(performance still)
9 November 2016, Seattle,
Washington, United States
archival inkjet print
performance and concept: Anida
Yoeu Ali
documentation: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
page 68
Anida Yoeu Ali
The Red Chador: Threshold
2016, Smithsonian Arts and
Industries Building, Washington
DC, United States
archival inkjet print
performance and concept: Anida
Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

There is no such thing as responding to only one
issue, not when we are complex human beings
living in an interconnected geo-politicized world
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where people’s existences are being questioned,
surveilled, dismissed and ultimately violated in
brutal ways. As a Muslim woman and artist, I
cannot just confront Islamophobia, I must address
all forms of violence that attempt to use hate,
fear and prejudiced actions against marginalized
bodies. Perhaps one work of art can’t do it all but
maybe we can begin to complicate monolithic
constructions of identities by imagining a more
dynamic collective possible future under a new
fabulous political spectrum.31
The breadth of Ali’s oeuvre extends beyond this epic
series to include works such as Enter Without an Exit
Plan (Street 98) from The Space Between: Inside/
Outside series (2012). In this stunning image Ali is
once again acting as the agent or provocateur playfully
disrupting the spaces around her. The crumbling
colonial-era building is transformed by the presence of
Ali, draped in sumptuous red fabric and laying a trail
of colour in an otherwise muted scene. Ali’s presence
here, like The Red Chador, is curious, delightful and
slightly unsettling.
SOUL fury begins and ends with the power of feminist
voices. It echoes, permeates and resonates through
the myriad manifestations of beauty, colour, form
and materials. What is most compelling about this
collection of works is the artists’ ability to ignite
something memorable through both the known and
the unspeakable; these artists are the new history
– self-written, self-aware and self-determined.
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Coleman Barks, The Soul of Rumi.
A new collection of Ecstatic Poems.
HarperOne, San Francisco, 2002.

2

The title of this exhibition was
inspired by a collection of
contemporary translations of the
thirteenth century Sufi poet and
mystique Rumi and his mentor and
friend Shams Tabriz by Coleman
Barks titled: Rumi: Soul Fury: Rumi
and Shams Tabriz on Friendship,
HarperOne, San Francisco, 2014.
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Anida Yoeu Ali
Lava Rising, The Red Chador:
Genesis I
2019, Mauna Kea Lava Fields,
Honolulu, Hawaii, United States
digital print on vinyl
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
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Anida Yoeu Ali
Water Birth, The Red Chador:
Genesis I
2019, Kaiona Beach, Honolulu,
Hawaii, United States
archival inkjet print
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

4

It would be highly problematic to
explore the social and political
history of Australia without first
acknowledging that we are on the
unceded lands of First Nations
people. The fraught history of this
country and the sheer brutality
with which it was colonised must
sit squarely on our conscience and
determine our actions both locally
and within the global narratives of
other colonised nations. The author
acknowledges the Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung people of the Kulin Nation
as the traditional custodians of the
lands and waterways where she lives
and works and pays respect to their
elders past and present. Sovereignty
was never ceded.
In this essay the terms ‘woman’,
‘female’ and ‘femme’ have been
used. The intention is to embrace
and celebrate all self-identifying
‘females’ and the term/s should be
read to include transgender women,
transfeminine, femme, queer and
non-binary persons.

5

Eugenia Flynn is a writer, producer
artist and literary scholar who
identifies as a Tiwi-Larrakia,
Chinese-Malay and Muslim
woman. See Eugenia Flynn’s blog
Black thoughts live here: https://
eugeniaflynn.wordpress.com/bio/.

6

Read more about the history of
the region including the trepang
(sea cucumber) trade here: https://
www.abc.net.au/news/2018-01-16/
aboriginal-people-asians-tradebefore-european-settlementdarwin/9320452. Accessed online 23
April, 2021.

7

Australia’s oldest permanent Mosque
is located in Maree, South Australia,
on Diyari land and was built by
Afghan cameleers in 1888.

8

Sourced from the original essay
tracing transcendence by Nur

Shkembi for the exhibition tracing
transcendence held at The
Substation, Melbourne, 2018.
9

Source: https://ocula.com/magazine/
conversations/ayesha-sultana/.
Accessed online 23 March, 2021

10 Statement provided by Hadieh
Shafie, May 2021.
11 Essay by Mariam Ehktiar in Hidden
Word: Hadieh Shafie, exhibition
catalogue published by Leila
Taghinia-Milani Heller Gallery, 2013.
12 Sarah Hassan, The maker: An
interview with Hadieh Shafie,
Harpers Bazaar, October
2015. Source: https://www.
harpersbazaararabia.com/
content/402-the-maker-an-interviewwith-hadieh-shafie.
13 Thyra Nichols Goodeve, ‘Hadieh
Shafie: A painter whose heart is
made of poetry’, in Surface, exh cat,
Leila Heller Gallery, 2015.
14 The Inventory of Noble Causes
was originally commissioned by 4A
Centre for Contemporary Asian Art.
Read more at: http://www.4a.com.
au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/
Nusra-Latif-Qureshi-Roomsheet_
Final_DigitalVersion.pdf. Accessed
online 23 April, 2021.
15 Source: https://www.qagoma.qld.
gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/pastexhibitions/the-9th-asia-pacifictriennial-of-contemporary-art-apt9/
artists/zahra-imani. Accessed online
23 April, 2021.
16 Source: https://www.qagoma.qld.
gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/pastexhibitions/the-9th-asia-pacifictriennial-of-contemporary-art-apt9/
artists/naiza-khan. Accessed online
4 June, 2021.
17 Naiza Khan quote from Sexual and
Reproductive Health Matters (SRHM)
online blog. Source: http://www.
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online 3 June, 2021.
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gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/pastexhibitions/the-9th-asia-pacifictriennial-of-contemporary-art-apt9/
artists/naiza-khan. Accessed online
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19 Iftikhar Dadi, Modernism and the Art
of Muslim South Asia, The University
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Conversation with Adeela Suleman’
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Gallery, London, 2010.
21 Adeela Suleman biography online
at Aicon Contemporary. Source:
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com/artists/adeela-suleman/
biography. Accessed online 3 June,
2021.
22 See Cigdem Aydemir’s statement
for Bombshell on Aydemir’s official
website: http://cigdemaydemir.com/
bombshell.html. Accessed online 23
March, 2021.
23 Hoda Afshar Under Western Eyes,
artist statement. Source https://
www.hodaafshar.com/underwestern-eyes. Accessed online 3
June, 2021.
24 See Hoda Afshar’s series Behold
(2017), Remain (2018) and Agonistes
(2021) on Afshar’s official website:
https://www.hodaafshar.com/works.
25 Melissa Heer, ‘Restaging Time:
Photography, Performance and
Anachronism in Shadi Ghadirian’s
“Qajar Series”’ Iranian Studies 45,
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26 Heer, ‘Restaging Time’, p540.
27 Shahzia Sikander quotes are taken
from a statement supplied by the
artist to Bendigo Art Gallery in April
2021 for Singing Suns (2016).
28 Sikander describes the iconography
employed in her animation as follows:
‘The iconography in this video
animation is born from dislocating the
silhouette of the head from the body
of the female characters called gopis,
who are often painted as devotees
of the singular male god Krishna in
Indian historical manuscript paintings.
To develop the feminine apparatus
of power I removed Krishna from the
equation and then detached the gopi
‘hair’ from the gopi body’s restrictive
gendered context in the traditional
paintings to greater scope and
autonomy. The intent was to imbue
the motif of gopi with new meaning
without altering its original form. The
hair once it departs is also rendered
into a non-binary form.’ Artist
Statement 2021.
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29 There are two main religious
celebrations in Islam: Eid al-Fitr
(festival of the breaking of the fast)
which is celebrated at the end of
Ramadan, denoting the end of the
month-long fast; and Eid al-Adha
(feast of the sacrifice) which is
celebrated at the end of the final ten
days of the Hajj, approximately two
months later.
30 Quotes have been sourced from
statements Zeina Iaali shared
via email with the author on 23
November 2019 in preparation for
the essay commissioned for Isma’,
a group exhibition by Zeina Iaali,
Nicole Barakat and Shireen Taweel
at First Draft, Sydney, January 2020.
31 Statement provided to the author by
Anida Youe Ali, May 2021.
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SOUL fury installation views,
Bendigo Art Gallery, 2021
Photos: Anthony Webster (pages
77, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 96, 98), Leon
Schoots (pages 78, 80, 82, 94)
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List of works
Dimensions are
height x width x depth
in centimetres

Idil Abdullahi
Loss 2012
slipcast porcelain and copper
wire
7 pieces, each approx
25–29 x 15 x 6 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Hoda Afshar
Westoxicated #1, #2, #4, #5,
#6, #7, #9 from series Under
Western Eyes 2013–14
archival pigment prints
100 x 87 cm
Courtesy of the artist and
Milani Gallery, Brisbane
Anida Yoeu Ali
Enter Without an Exit Plan
(Street 98) 2012
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
archival inkjet print
100 x 235 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Vinh Dao
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
Tourist Mirror, The Red Chador
(performance still) 19 April
2015
Paris, France
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
documentation: Nicolas Drouet
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
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The Red Chador: Beheadings
(performance still)
20 April 2015 (12am–12pm),
Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
documentation: Guillaume
William Lassiat
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
Bus Stop, The Red Chador
(performance still)
22 November 2015, Hartford,
Connecticut, United States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
documentation: Pablo Delano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
The Red Chador: Threshold
2016
Smithsonian Arts and
Industries Building,
Washington DC, United States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
The Red Chador: The Day
After (performance still)
9 November 2016
Seattle, Washington, United
States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
documentation: Masahiro
Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
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Rainbow Beach, The Red
Chador: Genesis I 2020,
Waikiki Beach, Honolulu,
Hawaii, United States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

In Memoriam 2018
digital print: 4 pages in
newspaper format, English and
Khmer text; multiple copies
42 x 29.7 cm
obituary writer: Diana Montaño
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

The Red Chador: Genesis I
2020
Honolulu, Hawaii, United
States
HD video, 9 mins 19 secs
performance artist: Anida
Yoeu Ali
filmmaker: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

Water Birth, The Red Chador:
Genesis I 2019
Kaiona Beach, Honolulu,
Hawaii, United States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
Lava Rising, The Red Chador:
Genesis I 2019
Mauna Kea Lava Fields,
Honolulu, Hawaii, United
States
digital print on vinyl
358 x 537 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt
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Cigdem Aydemir
Bombshell 2013
HD video, 11 mins 3 secs
Courtesy of the artist and
Finkelstein Gallery, Melbourne
Eugenia Flynn
The small ‘Asian’ woman
speaks 2021
vinyl lettering
dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist
Shadi Ghadirian
Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
60 x 92 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund

Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
60 x 92 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund
Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
92 x 60 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund
Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
92 x 60 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund
Untitled from Ghajar series
2000, printed 2007
silver bromide print on paper
92 x 60 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2007, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund
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(Untitled 99) The Red Chador
2017
King Street Station, Seattle,
Washington, United States
archival inkjet print
75 x 112.5 cm
performance and concept:
Anida Yoeu Ali
photography: Masahiro Sugano
Courtesy of Studio Revolt

Zeina Iaali

Mehwish Iqbal

Sweetly Moulded 2012
hand cut Perspex
6 pieces, each 25 x 11 x 4 cm
Courtesy of the artist

Last Prayer 2017
hand carved porcelain
dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist

Echo Chamber
2020–21
hand cut Perspex
5 pieces of varying size:
8.5–9.5 x 8–11 x 6.5–8 cm
Courtesy of the artist

Seven Seas 2017
collagraph on Japanese paper
7 panels, each 270 x 40 cm;
270 x 280 cm (overall)
Courtesy of the artist

Zahra Imani
Raqs No. 2 2016
cotton/polyester, nylon, rayon,
polyester, silk appliqué
200 x 200 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation
Bed No. 2 2017
rayon/acetate, polyester,
cotton/polyester, rayon
appliqué
200 x 245 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation
Wedding Day 2018
fabrics, embroidery, cotton,
beads, sequins, lace
200 x 250 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation

Naiza Khan
Armour Suit for Rani of Jhansi II
2017
galvanised steel, feathers,
leather
88 x 40 x 32 cm
Collection of Paul and Saadia
Durham
Nusra Latif Qureshi
Justified Behavioural Sketch
2002
gouache and ink on wasli
paper
27.7 x 22.3 cm; 21 x 14.7 cm
(composition)
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
The Kenneth and Yasuko Myer
Collection of Contemporary
Asian Art. Purchased 2003
with funds from Michael
Sidney Myer through the
Queensland Art Gallery
Foundation

Silent Spaces 1 2005
gouache, paper, synthetic
polymer paint and wasli paper
on illustration board
Diptych: 45.8 x 35.7 cm (each
panel); 40 x 30 cm (each
composition)
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2005, Queensland
Government’s Gallery of
Modern Art Acquisitions Fund
Precious Strings of Pearls
2006
gouache, ink and graphite on
wasli paper
34 x 26 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art.
Purchased 2006
A Set of Serviceable Shapes
2006
gouache on wasli paper
34 x 26 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art.
Purchased 2006
The Right Adjustments I 2006
gouache and watercolour on
wasli paper
34 x 26 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art.
Purchased 2006
Accomplished Missions II 2012
gouache and acrylic on
illustration board
2 panels, each 32.5 x 40 cm
Courtesy of the artist and
Sutton Gallery, Melbourne
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On The Edges of Darkness I
2016
acrylic, gouache, gold leaf and
ink on illustration board
38 x 50 cm
Collection of Art Gallery of
New South Wales
Art Gallery of New South
Wales, Bulgari Award 2019
On The Edges of Darkness II
2016
acrylic, gouache, gold leaf and
ink on illustration board
38 x 50 cm
Collection of Art Gallery of
New South Wales
Art Gallery of New South
Wales, Bulgari Award 2019
The Inventory of Noble Causes
2019
mixed media installation
dimensions variable
Commissioned by 4A Centre
for Contemporary Asian Art,
Sydney
Courtesy of the artist
Hadieh Shafie
Spike 29 2021
paper, acrylic pigment, ink
121 diam x 18 cm (approx)
Courtesy of the artist and
Yavuz Gallery, Sydney
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Shahzia Sikander

Shireen Taweel

Singing Suns 2016
HD video animation,
3 mins 24 secs
music: Du Yun
animation: Patrick O’Rourke
Courtesy of the artist and
Sean Kelly, New York

tracing transcendence
2018–21
hand pierced copper, sound
installation
display dimensions variable
Collection of Art Gallery of
New South Wales.
Purchased with funds
provided by the Contemporary
Collection Benefactors 2021
This project is supported by
Create NSW

Adeela Suleman
The Warrior 2014
hand beaten stainless steel
245 x 150 x 5 cm
Collection of Art Gallery of
New South Wales
Gift of Ashley Dawson-Damer
AM 2015
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Accomplished Missions III
2012
gouache and acrylic on
illustration board
2 panels, each 32.5 x 40 cm
Courtesy of the artist and
Sutton Gallery, Melbourne

Ayesha Sultana
Untitled 2018
graphite on paper
48.2 x 38 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation
Constellation II 2018
graphite on paper
50.8 x 43.2 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation
Vortex 2018
graphite on paper
61 x 61 cm
Collection of Queensland Art
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art
Purchased 2018, Queensland
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern
Art Foundation
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Idil Abdullahi
born 1980 Mogadishu, Somalia
lives and works in Warrang/Sydney
Idil Abdullahi is a ceramic and henna artist
who arrived in Australia as a refugee in 1993
with her family. She has a Bachelor of Fine
Arts from UNSW Art and Design, majoring in
ceramics. In her creative practice Abdullahi
draws on symbols of faith and culture to
examine personal and collective ideas of
identity, belonging and separation. Abdullahi
is also a community arts and cultural worker
facilitating creative projects, mainly with
women and youth from refugee or marginalised
communities. Abdullahi uses the visual arts
to communicate ideas about issues that are
significant to her and the communities she
works with and to help build collective strength
and resilience. Abdullahi is also part of eleven,
a collective of contemporary Muslim Australian
arts practitioners.
Hoda Afshar
born 1983 Tehran, Iran
lives and works in Naarm/Melbourne
Hoda Afshar is a multi-award winning artist
who began her career as a documentary
photographer in Iran in 2005. Since 2007
she has been living and working in Australia
where she is also a lecturer in photography
and fine art. Through her photography and
moving-image work, Afshar explores the
nature and possibilities of documentary imagemaking and considers the representation of
gender, marginality and displacement. Afshar
completed a Bachelor of Fine Art (Photography)
at Azad University of Art & Architecture, Tehran,
and a PhD in Creative Arts at Curtin University,
Perth. Her work has been widely exhibited
locally and internationally; it is published online
and in print, and is held in numerous private
and public collections. Afshar is a member of
eleven, a collective of contemporary Muslim
Australian art practitioners.
www.hodaafshar.com
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Anida Yoeu Ali
born 1973 Battambang Province, Cambodia
lives and works between Cambodia and
United States
Anida Yoeu Ali is a first generation Muslim
Khmer woman born in Cambodia and
raised in Chicago, United States. Through
her interdisciplinary practice spanning
performance, installation, new media, public
encounters and agitation she investigates the
artistic, spiritual and political collisions of a
transnational hybrid identity. Ali holds a Master
of Fine Arts from the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago and has performed and exhibited in
major museums and galleries across the world.
Ali is currently a Senior Artist-in-Residence at
the University of Washington Bothell where she
teaches interdisciplinary arts, media studies
and performance. Ali is also co-founder of
Studio Revolt, an independent artist-run media
lab that has pioneered new modes of working
across continents, agitated the White House
and won awards at film festivals.
www.anidaali.com
Cigdem Aydemir
born 1983 Warrang/Sydney where she lives
and works
Cigdem Aydemir’s socially and politically
engaged practice encompasses installation,
performance and video art. Driven equally
by research, play, criticism and humour,
Aydemir questions embedded stereotypes and
established power relationships, investigating
opportunities for interpersonal and crosscultural dialogue with an interest in postcolonial
and feminist issues. Much of her work expands
on the concept of the veil as a culturally
constructed site and as material realisation.
She dissects the representation of Muslim
women in contemporary art and Australian
society while exploring the symbol of the veiled
woman not as one in need of liberation, but as
‘resistant female other’ and as lived experience.
Aydemir has exhibited widely in Australia and
internationally and in 2013 was recipient of the
Redlands Konica Minolta Art Prize.
www.cigdemaydemir.com
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Zeina Iaali
born 1978 Warrang/Sydney where she lives
and works

Zeina Iaali’s parents migrated from Lebanon to
Eugenia Flynn is a literary scholar, writer, arts
Australia in the 1970s. Drawing on her training
worker and community organiser. As a First
in applied arts majoring in object design,
Nations, Chinese Malaysian and Muslim woman Iaali creates intricate sculptural works that
she works within her multiple communities
employ a range of traditional and industrial
to create change through literature, art,
materials including Perspex, wood, clay and
politics and community engagement. Flynn
metal. Her work explores the shifting politics
runs the blog Black Thoughts Live Here. Her
and representation of gender and references
deliberations on the politics of race, gender
personal experiences and histories to reveal the
and culture have been published widely and
conflicts, tensions and dualities of culture and
are also presented through her extensive work
identity. Alongside her art practice Iaali works
in the visual and performing arts sectors. Flynn as a high school art teacher and is a member
has worked with Kurruru Youth Performing
of The Refugee Art Project that showcases art
Arts, The Social Studio, ACMI and eleven, a
by refugees and asylum seekers. Iaali is also
collective of contemporary Muslim Australian
part of eleven, a collective of contemporary
arts practitioners. She is a Board Member
Muslim Australian arts practitioners and Hunar
of Ilbijjeri Theatre Company, Peril magazine,
Symposia, which aims to decolonise ways of
Collingwood Yards, Blak Dot Gallery, and
understanding zones of conflict through art.
the Ebony Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Institute.
Zahra Imani
www.eugeniaflynn.wordpress.com
born 1985 Tehran, Iran where she lives
Shadi Ghadirian
born 1974 Tehran, Iran where she lives
and works

and works

Zahra Imani trained as an oil painter at the
Tehran University of Fine Arts and has worked
as a children’s book illustrator and public
mural painter. The influence of these creative
Shadi Ghadirian is a leading contemporary
disciplines as well as her interest in the
photographer using her creative practice to
traditions of Persian miniature and European
reflect on the everyday lives of women in her
Renaissance painting is evident in her work.
home country of Iran. Drawing on her own and
Imani draws inspiration for the scenes in her
other women’s lived experiences she explores
large-scale hand-sewn textile works from daily
female identity, censorship, gender roles and
experiences in her home city of Tehran as
the fluidity of modernity and tradition while
highlighting the complexities and contradictions well as films and popular culture. Imani’s work
has been exhibited internationally. Her work
of women’s lives universally. She employs
is held in the collection of the Queensland Art
humour as a device to generate conversation
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art and in 2019 was
and critique negative stereotypes projected
onto women, especially women from the Middle showcased in the 9th Asia Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art.
East. Ghadirian was one of the first students
to graduate in photography at Tehran’s Azad
University. Her work has been shown in leading
museums and institutions worldwide and is
held in many prominent collections.
www.shadighadirian.com
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Eugenia Flynn
Larrakia, Tiwi
born 1982 Tarndanya/Adelaide
lives and works in Naarm/Melbourne

Mehwish Iqbal
born 1981 Sangla Hill, Pakistan
lives and works in Warrang/Sydney

Nusra Latif Qureshi
born 1973 Lahore, Pakistan
lives and works in Naarm/Melbourne

Mehwish Iqbal trained as a painter in Lahore,
Pakistan before moving to Australia in 2006
where she completed postgraduate studies
in printmaking. Her practice encompasses
painting, printmaking, embroidery, ceramics,
sculpture and installation art. Iqbal’s work
provocatively explores notions of womanhood,
courage, liberation and power. Drawing
on personal and collective experiences,
she experiments with themes of migration,
assimilation and separation through a unique
visual iconography gleaned from the human
and natural worlds. Iqbal has participated in
several prestigious residency programs and
has been a finalist in many art awards and
prizes. Her work, which is held in major local
and international collections, has been shown
widely across Australia and in Pakistan, New
York, Istanbul and Hong Kong.
www.mehwishiqbal.com

Nusra Latif Qureshi trained in Mughal miniature
painting in Lahore, Pakistan before moving to
Australia in 2001 to complete postgraduate
studies. She is part of a generation of artists
innovating within this traditional artform.
Qureshi’s work ranges from small and highly
detailed paintings to large-scale digital prints
and installations that engage with the visual
and colonial histories of the South Asian
region and Australia, questioning conventional
interpretations and dominant voices of history.
By disconnecting, distorting and rearranging
imagery appropriated from an array of historic
sources she de-constructs layers of history
to create new narratives and make space for
alternative perspectives. Qureshi’s work has
been exhibited and collected widely in Australia
and across the world.
www.nusraqureshi.com

Naiza Khan
born 1968 Bahawalpur, Pakistan
lives and works between Karachi, Pakistan and
London, UK
Naiza Khan’s critically acclaimed visual practice
encompasses art making, teaching, curation
and writing. Khan trained as a painter and
printmaker at the Ruskin School of Art, Oxford
and also works across sculpture, video and
installation. Through a variety of mediums she
employs a research-driven, mapping-based
approach to explore ecologies, trade, capital,
and the various entanglements of histories
and geographies. Her early interest in the
aesthetics and politics of the female body is
now grounded in the embodied experience of
geography, which she considers as a varied
assemblage of power, colonial history and
collective memory. Khan is a co-founder
and former coordinator of the Vasl Artists’
Collective, Pakistan, and her work has been
widely exhibited internationally. In 2019 she
represented Pakistan at its inaugural pavilion at
the 58th Venice Biennale.
www.naizakhan.com

Hadieh Shafie
born 1969 Tehran, Iran
lives and works in New York, United States
Hadieh Shafie works with paper and ink
to explore interactions of form and colour,
creating high and low relief works that conflate
drawing, painting and sculpture. At their
surface they appear as a burst of colour or
detailed sculptural form, but closer inspection
reveals marks and strokes that resemble
fragmented language. Shafie is inspired by
numerous histories of image-making from
book arts, quilling, weaving and calligraphy to
colour theory and abstraction. Shafie holds
two Masters degrees from the Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn and the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County, majoring in imaging, digital
arts and painting. Her work has been exhibited
extensively across the United States and is held
in many prestigious public collections across
the world.
www.hadiehshafie.com
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Ayesha Sultana
born 1984 Jashore, Bangladesh
lives and works in Dhaka, Bangladesh

Shahzia Sikander is widely celebrated for
expanding and subverting Central and
South Asian miniature painting traditions
and launching the global neo-miniature
movement through her seminal thesis work
The Scroll (1989–90). By bringing tradition
and history into dialogue with international
art practices, Sikander examines colonial
archives to readdress orientalist narratives
in Western art history. Interrogating ideas
of language, trade, empire, and migration
through imperial and feminist perspectives,
Sikander’s paintings, video animations,
mosaics and sculpture explore gender
roles and sexuality, cultural identity, racial
narratives, and colonial and postcolonial
histories. Sikander’s groundbreaking work has
been exhibited extensively in major institutions
across the world and is included in many
prestigious collections.
www.shahziasikander.com

Ayesha Sultana explores space, form and
colour through a variety of media including
painting, drawing and sculpture, making
work that is not easily defined by a single
artistic tendency. Sultana is inspired by
nature, architecture and the built environment,
particularly in her home city of Dhaka,
Bangladesh. She distills observations through
refined material explorations and a strong
interest in minimalism and abstraction. Sultana
holds a Bachelor of Fine Art in Visual Arts and
a Postgraduate Diploma in Art Education at the
Beaconhouse National University in Lahore.
Sultana has exhibited widely and her work is
held in collections internationally. In 2013 she
undertook a curatorial research residency at
Gasworks, London and is a member of the
Dhaka-based artist-run organisation Britto
Arts Trust.

Adeela Suleman
born 1970 Karachi, Pakistan where she
lives and works
Adeela Suleman is primarily known for her
elaborate sculptural work that is embedded
with personal, social and political commentary
and draws on the histories and artistic
traditions of northern India, and her home
country of Pakistan. References to loss and
violence permeate her work which confronts
the reality of the human condition and the
endless brutality enacted by humans through
time. Suleman was head of the Fine Arts
Department at the Indus Valley School of Art
and Architecture from 2008 to 2019 where
she also completed a Bachelor of Fine
Arts. She holds a Masters in International
Relations from The University of Karachi and
is co-founder and Director of the Vasl Artists’
Association, Pakistan.
www.aicongallery.com
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Shahzia Sikander
born 1969 Lahore, Pakistan
lives and works in New York, United States

Nur Shkembi
born 1972 Christchurch, New Zealand
lives and works in Naarm/Melbourne
Nur Shkembi is a curator, writer and scholar of
contemporary Islamic art. She has produced
and curated over 150 events, exhibitions and
community engagement projects. Shkembi
was part of the core team that established
the Islamic Museum of Australia, serving
as the museum’s inaugural Art Director and
Exhibitions Manager and founding Curator.
In this role, she brought artefacts together
with traditional and contemporary art as a
means for collective storytelling, to subvert
stereotypes and as a platform for individual
narratives. Shkembi is currently undertaking
a PhD in the Department of Art History at
the University of Melbourne where she is
investigating contemporary Islamic art through
a Neo-orientalist and postcolonial lens. Nur is a
Fellow of the Centre of Visual Arts (CoVA) at the
University of Melbourne.
www.nurshkembi.com

Shireen Taweel
born 1990 Warrang/Sydney where she lives
and works
Shireen Taweel is a multimedia installation
artist whose work examines the construction
of cultural heritage, knowledge and identity
through social, political and religious
frameworks. Inspired by architectural form,
space and sound, Taweel’s artistic practice
utilises copper and traditional coppersmithing
techniques to draw on the personal
experiences of being a Lebanese Australian.
Living between cultures, Taweel examines how
both the physical and sacred spaces within her
community reflect a complex cultural landscape
of transformation. Taweel completed graduate
studies at the School for Creative Arts, Hobart
and The National Art School, Sydney. She is a
member of eleven, a collective of contemporary
Muslim Australian art practitioners and her
work has been exhibited throughout Australia
and in Lebanon.
www.shireentaweel.com
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